
Qualities of a Spiritual Parent 
Him we proclaim, warning everyone and teaching everyone with all wisdom, that we may present 

everyone mature in Christ. Colossians 1:28 ESV 
 
1. Spirit Led/Jesus Dependent · Matthew 6:33 · But seek first His Kingdom… 
   

a. Seeks God through consistent time in the Word, prayer and other spiritual disciplines 
 b. Heart for God, humble, teachable, accountable  
 c. Seeks to live out God’s will every day 
 
  0  1  2  3  4  5 
   I don’t think I’m not currently        I do this    I do this regularly 
     that this is      doing this.    occasionally or    and consistently. 
      important.        sporadically. 
 
2. Purposeful with Unbelievers · Luke 19:10 · For the Son of Man came to seek & to save the lost. 
 
 a. Embraces God’s passion for the lost 
 b. Cultivates relationships with unbelievers by enjoying, loving and serving them 
 c. Spends relational time with unbelievers as a part of daily rhythms of life 
 
  0  1  2  3  4  5 
   I don’t think I’m not currently        I do this    I do this regularly 
     that this is      doing this.    occasionally or    and consistently. 
       important.        sporadically. 
 
3. Serves Others · Mark 10:45 · …The Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve… 
 
 a. Discovers God’s heart to provide hope to believers and unbelievers  

b. Has a servant’s heart to show the love of Jesus to others and model this to their disciple(s) 
 c. Sacrifices time and energy for the sake of others 
 
  0  1  2  3  4  5 
   I don’t think I’m not currently        I do this    I do this regularly 
      that this is      doing this.    occasionally or    and consistently. 
       important.        sporadically. 
 
4. Shares the Gospel · Romans 1:16 · …I am not ashamed of the gospel…   
 

a. Knows the Gospel; God’s plan of salvation and its transformational work in my life 
 b. Prayerfully initiates clear and concise conversations 
 c. Active in Gospel conversations and brings people to a point of decision 
 
  0  1  2  3  4  5 
   I don’t think I’m not currently        I do this    I do this regularly 
    that this is      doing this.    occasionally or    and consistently. 
       important.        sporadically. 
 
 



 
5. Healthy Inner Life · Romans 12:2 · …be transformed by the renewing of your mind. 
 

a. Self-awareness of how your past has shaped your inner motives, hurts and brokenness 
b. Seeks out ways to grow in the knowledge and acceptance of one's value and significance as God’s 
child 
c. Is continually learning to have emotionally healthy responses to all situations in life. 

 
  0  1  2  3  4  5 
   I don’t think I’m not currently        I do this    I do this regularly 
     that this is      doing this.    occasionally or    and consistently. 
       important.        sporadically. 
 
6. Seeks to Make Disciples that make Disciples (starting with your own family) ·  
Matthew 28:18-20 · …go and make disciples of all the nations… 
 
 a. Clearly sees heart, value and pattern of Jesus ministry and Great Commission 
 b. Helps others take the next step in their spiritual growth (uses growth wheel)  

c. Is being discipled (has spiritual accountability) and is seeking to disciple others by finding, growing, 
and releasing new disciples 

 
  0  1  2  3  4  5 
   I don’t think I’m not currently        I do this    I do this regularly 
    that this is      doing this.    occasionally or    and consistently. 
     important.        sporadically. 
 
7. In Community · Acts 2:42-47 · They devoted themselves to fellowship… and to prayer…  
 
 a. Receives spiritual and practical support via relationships with other believers 

b. Is deeply known by a community of believers who share struggles and keep one another accountable 
 c. Is growing as a result of doing life, faith and service together 
 
  0  1  2  3  4  5 
   I don’t think I’m not currently        I do this    I do this regularly 
     that this is      doing this.    occasionally or    and consistently. 
     important.        sporadically. 
 
 
My next steps… 
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